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It has been some 33 years since Lee and Yang suggested that parity is not
conserved in weak interactions based on the study of decay modes of 1{+ mesons
and since the subsequent discovery by C. S. Wu of parity violation in the @

60CO sincethat time, parity violation in the nucleon-nucleondecay of polarized .
interaction has been well established to exist at a level of 10-7 of the strong
interaction strength.

In 1964 the measurement of the decay of the neutral K-mewm to two pions
indicated that CP was violated ( at 10-3 of the weak interaction strength). The
belief that CPT is conserved then leads to a prediction that time reversal invariance
(TRI) should also be violated. There has been no direct measurement of a violation
of TRI. Current estimates on the upper limit of # = v~/u (the ratio of TRI-
violating to TRI-conserving interactions) from detailed balance tests and neutron
electric dipole moment mewmrements is about 10-3 to 10-4. It k clear that the
measurement of a TRI-violating amplitude would be theoretically important.



I’ll discuss the experiments in which parity violation has been measured in
low energy neutron-nucleus scat tering. The interest is two-fold: to understand
how p ity violation in the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction manifests itself in a
c2 plicated many-body system and to show that the large enhancements observed
make this a good laboratory to search for violations of TR1. Further, the proce-
dure of relating the measured parity violating asymmetries to the under-lying NN
interactionwill be important in order to make the same connection in violation of
TRI ( or in limits).

First, I’ll make brief comments on some relewmt features of low energy neu-
tron scattering and then review the existing measurements of parity violation, 1’11
try to explain, at least qualitatively, the origin of the large enhancements observed.
Finally, I’ll describe the TRIPLE collaboration program to study parity violation
and discuss planned experiments to search for violations of TRI.

E~ithexmal Neu ron St catteriqg

There are two processes occurring in epithermal neutron-nucleus scattering:
potential and resonance scattering. In potential scattering the neutron is scattered
from the nuclear potential; the cross section for this process is about 10 barn and is
only weakly energy dependent. In resonance scattering the neutron excites a state
in the compound nucleus (A+ 1) system, resulting in a strong energy dependence.
These two processes can be seen in Figure 1 from Mughabghabl.

Because of the binding energy of the extr , neutron, the compound nuclear
states are at an excitation energy of 6-8 MeV. At this energy the level density
is quite high, 10’s of eV in a heavy nucleus as compared to 100’s of KeV near
the ground state. The compound nucleus resonances can be characterized by
the orbital angular momentum 1 of the neutron, the angular momentum of the
compound nucleus JC, and the channel spin j (j = 1/2 + Jtgt). At energies below
a few hundred eV the dominant partial waves are 1 = O (s-wave) and / = 1 (p-
wave),
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Fig. 1. Neutron total cross section for 185H0 (Ref. 1).
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So, how does one go about looking for pmity violation in this system? One
looks for evidence of terms in the scattering amplitude that are odd under parity
inversion. The relevant vector operators in this system are the neutron moment urn
k, the neutron spin o, and the nuclear spin 1. If the particles in the ii-ml state
are measured one also has the spins and moment a of the out-going particles. In
the Table I the transformation properties of these vectors and some operators
constructed from them are listed. The operator a” k is odd under parity and even
under time reversal. If such a term is present in the forward scattering amplitude,
e.g.

f= fo+a(u. k)

then parity is not conserved. The real part of such a term results in a rotation of
the neutron spin and the imaginary part causes the total cross section to depend
on u” k, i.e. a helicity dependence.

Tkble I: Transformation Properties under Parity and Time %versal

Operator P T

r -r r

k –k –k

I I –I

t7 u —u

u-k -u”k u“k

c“(Ixk) -o”(Ixk) -a”(Ixk)

a“(Ixk)(I”k) o“(Ixk)(I”k) --o “(I X k)(l” k)

Review of-v Viol*
. .

The first measurement of parity violation in the neutron-nucleus system W=
made by Abov2’3 and his collaborators at the ITEP, MOSCOWin 1964. In that
experiment they me~ured captu-e of polarized neutrons on the nucleus 113Cd.
The neutrons were polarized transversely and the left-right asymmetry of the
emitted gamma rays was measured. The asymmetly is defined to be

Ay= ‘L-WR
P.(WL + WR)

where w~ and wR are the yields measured on the left and right of the beam and Pn
isthe polarization of the neutron beam. The resulting ssymmetry was measured
to beA= -(4.1 * 0.8)10-4. The sign of C. “ k~ changes when the gammas are
detected on opposite sides of the beam.



Other groups tried to reproduce this result and failed. Those experiments
measured only the integrated y-ray yield rather than isolating the ground state
transition. There is a low-lying 2+ state to which the excited 1+ state can also
decay. Parity violation will also occur in this transition, but the sign of the UYm-
metry will be opposite’ to that of the ground state transition. Therefore, if these
two transitions are not resolved the parity-violating asymmetry will be washed out.
Finally, the 1*3Cd Iesult was confkrned by ~Ot~At?r groups working at the ITEP.
In 1972 Alberi et al. 6 measured circular polarization in gammas from unpolarized
neutron capture on 113Cd. The polarization they measured, P = (6.0 + 1.5)10-4
is consistent with the Abov measurement.

Groups at the ITEP and the ILL in Grenoble measured the asymmetry of
gamma rays emitted after polarized neutron capture on 117Sn. Danilyan, et al.s
measured the asymmetry coefficient to be Av = (8.1 + 1.3)10-4; Benko~a, et S,LT
measured Ay = (4.4+ 1.6)10-4. The discrepancy between these measurements
was not explained.

All the experiments mentioned so far involved measuring the asymmetry of
y-rays emitted in polarized neutron capture or circular polarization of y-rays from
un-polarized neutron capture. In 1980 an experiment at the ILL used polarized
thermal neutrons on 117Sn to measure the spin rotation @ = -(3.67 + .27)10-5
rad/cm for transversely polarized neutrons and also a transmission asymmetxy
for longitudinally polarized neutrons A = -(9.78 * 4.01)10-6. Shortly thereafter,
Kolomensky, et al.9 at Leningrad measured the helicity dependence of the total
cross section for longitudinally polarized neutrons scattered from 117Sn(A = (6.2+
0.7)10-6) and *3gLa (A = (9.0+1.4)10-6) with much better accuracy. In this work
it was demonstrated for the first time that the parity-violating effect was associated
with the capture component of the cross section-that is, with compound nuclear
levels.

The present generation of experiments involve looking at the isolated reso-
nance region and therefore look for parity violation in individual compound nucleus
levels, The first of these experiments was performed by AMrnenkov, et al.1° at the
JINR at Dubna where they used a reactor beam of neutrons which they polarized
using a polarized proton spin filter. They measured parity-violating asymmetries
for p-wave resonances in four nuclei: “lBr, 1*1Cd, 117Sn,and 13gLa (see Table 1!),
The asymmetries observed are about 1000 times greater than seen in the thermal
experiments, The value for 13gLa is anomalously large; the p-wave resonance in
139La is the weakest of the four and it has a very large s-wave rcsonancc nearby.



The large asymmetry for 13gLa was reproduced by Masuda, et al.11 They
measured the helicity dependence of capture gamma-rays fkom polarized neutron
capturetothe .734 eV resonance. This group has subsequently measured a trans-

mission asymmetry.

Table 11summarizes the mew.wements of parity-violating asymmetries and
spinrotationsthathave been measured with both thermal and resonance energy
neutrons. There are three nuclei for which asymmet nes have been measured in
three independent experiments. The asymmetries for specific compound nuclear
levels are factors of 10-3000 times larger than those for the less specific thermal
measurements. It is clear that this phenomena is closely coupled to the compound
nucleus system.

Table II: Parity ‘~’iolation measured in Neutron-Nucleus Reactions t

Compound Av - ray Ap Ath.,~.l A..80n.nc.

Nucleus (lo-q (lo-% tf/cm) (10-6) (10-6)

3He 7.8+ 3.4

36 c1 –27.8 & 4.9

82 Br –19.5 + 1.6 9.8 + 1.0 24000A 4000

9.5 * 1.7

112(-d -8600 * 1200

114cd –410 +80

–500 * 120

118cJn 810 + 130 “ –37 & 2.5 6.2 + 0.7 4500+ 1300

440 +60 11.2*2.6

140La –17.8 * 2.2 -219 &29 9.0 * 1.4 73000+ 5000

t These values taken from Ref. 4, pp. 82, 123, 127.

Is the enhancement of parity violation understandable in terms of what we
know about slow neutron physics? A number of people* 2~13*i411shave calculated
this and the answer is yes. 1’11try to give a feel for the origin of the enhancement,

If we assume an helicity dependence to the total cross section due to a nor,-
conservation of parity, we can write the total cross section at an energy E, for the
two helicity states in terms of the unpolarized resonance cross section crPin the
following way:



where ,

up
gr;(k)rp

= ;(E - Ep)z + (rp/2)z

Here g is the spin statistical factor and Ep, rp, and r-
. . .

resonanceenergy,total width, and neutron partial width.
10 that the analyzing power atestimates it can be shown

resonance is of the form

; are,respectivelythe

For orderofmagnitude

the peak of the p-wave

where (~, I Hw I 4P) is the matnx element of the weak, parity-violating Hamilt~
nian between the S- and p- wave states that are being mixed. The denornkator,
(Ep - E,), is the source of the dynamic enhancement. For compound nuclear
resonances (Ep - E,) issmaller by order l/n (n is the number of single particle
components in the resonance wave function) than typical single particle spacings.
The matrix element is ~SO smaller, by l/fi. This leads to a dynamic enhance-
ment or order W, which Cm be near 103 in medium heavy nuclei. The second
factor is the structural enhancement, the square root of the ratio of s-wave to p-
wave penetrabil.ities. This factor is typically about 100 for epithermal neutrons.
The combination of the dynamic and structural enhancements qualitatively ex-
plain the effect observed in the p-wave resonances mentioned. This model also
reproduces the relative sizes of the thermal and resonance asymmetries.’

The TRIPLE collaboration h= embarked on a program of measurements
using the pulsed neutron beam from the Los Alamos Neutron Scattering Center
LA NSCE. There is a spallation source that uses the compressed proton beam from
the proton storage ring. Approximately 25 neutrons are produced for each proton
incident on the sprdlation target. The target is surrounded by a liquid hydrogen
moderator. The flux of thermal neutrons produced is given by

F=4xlo~oxdflx9E2x I (neu~ron9/9ec)

where c!(2isthe solid angle of the beam in steradians, 1 is the proton beam current
in p-amperes, E and AE are, respectively, the neutron energy and bin width. kor
our experimental set-up with an 18 in. diameter detector located 57 m from the
sowce defining the solid angle and a proton beam current of 50 parnp the resulting
flux of neutrons is 6 * 10° neutrons/eV-sec.



In 1986 the fist measurements of parity violation were made at LANSCE
by Bowman, Bowman, ad Yuan. 16 At that time there was no polarized neutron
beam; the parity violation in the 0.734 eV resonance in 13gLa was used to induce
a small polarization and the trammission through a second 139La sample was
measured. A spin flipper located between the two samples either flipped the
neutron spin or left it unchauged. In this way the helicity asymmetry was measured
to be A = 9.2 + 1.7%, in agreement with the earlier Russian1° (A = 7.3 + 0.4!!10)
and Japanesell (A = 9.4 + 0.4Yo) measurements. In 1989 this measurement was
repeated with higher accuracy; the preliminary result km this experiment, A =
9.7 + 0.370, is in better agreement with the Japanese result.

In 1988 a polarized neutron beam was added to the system. The neutron
beam is polarized by taking advantage of the fact the np-czoss section is much
larger when the neutron and proton spins are anti-parallel than when they are
parallel. If neutrons are transmitted through a target of polarized protons neutrons
are preferentially absorbed in the state of polarization anti-parallel to that of the
protons; this results in a neutron beam that is polarized along the direction of
the proton polarization. A polarized proton target was built by Keyworth17 in
1970 for this purpose and this target was refurbished for use by the TRIPLE
collaboration. The polarizing medium is La Mn(lV03 )2 * 12H20, cooled to 1 K in
a pumped 4He bath. The target material is in a 2 Tesla magnetic field where it
is dynamically polarized by microwave pumping at 75 GHz. With this system a
neutron polarization of about 50% and a transmission of 2070 can be obtained.

The absolute polarization of the neutron beam can be very accurately deter-
mined from a comparison of the neutron transmission through the proton target
when it is polarized and unpolarized. The relative polarization of the proton tar-
get is mcmitored with an NMR signal that is read out at the begiming of each
run.

A second technical detail of the TRIPLE experiments involves the devel-
opment of current mode neutron detection. Because of the high instantaneous
rates associated with the large flux of neutrons ( 101O/see) is is dificult to do pulse
counting.We useLi-glassdetectorsand read the currentfrom a phototubewith

an S-20 photecathode. Separate high voltage supplies are used for the last four
dyl,odes of the tube to prevent sagging. In this way a statistical accuracy almost
u good as from pulse counting can be achieved, but at rates much higher than
one could actually do pulse counting. Limitations to this technique using Li-glass
are that there are scintillation light components with long decay time that result
in tails that must be unfolded from the data and, more importantl~’, tile neutron



detection efficiency drops like I/u. We are currently developing a Boron-loaded
liquid scintillator that should address both these problems.
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Fig.2. Preliminary data for 13gLa and 238U.

Much of this summers running time was devoted to sorting out technical
problems and understanding systematic errors. Measurements were made on
139La 23@U, and ‘1 BR. These data are now being analyzed. I will show some
preli&mry data for the raw asymmetry c, given by

Countsw - Count8-

& = Counts+ + Counts-

Here Counts+ and Counts- are the counts measured in the two helicity states.
These data do not include the beam polarization, which was about 40%. Figure 2
shows the asymmetry e and the transmission T measured for 139La in the region
of the 0.734 eV resonance. The parity-violating asymmetry in this resonance can
be quite easily seen. The comparison of A = e/&~ from this measurement
with that obtained in the double Lanthanum experiment with unpolarized beam
provides a second determination of the absolute beam polarization. Data obtained
for 238U between 50 and 250 eV are also plotted in Figure 2. A strong csse of
parity violation is seen in the resonance at 63 eV. These data are being analyzed



to extract the value of A for this resonance. There are thr~ p-wave resonancesin

238U that exhibit statistically significant parity violation

~tal Pb

The large enhancements of parity violation that have been observed inreso-

nant neutron-nucleusscatteringleadus toexamine theneutron-nucleussystem as

a placetosearchforviolationsoftime reversalinvariance.In orderto searchfor

a violationoftimereversalinvarianceone must lookfora dependenceofthecross
sectionon an operatorthatviolatestime reversalinvariance.The two operators

thatwe willconsiderarethetriplecorrelation(TC),

~.(~x~) F – odd,T - odd

and the five-fold correlation (FC),

a.(kx I)(k .1) P – even, T

The presence of such terms in the forward scattering
violation of TRI and can be detected in transmission
neutrons and polarized or aligned nuclear targets.

SDin

– odd.

amplitude would indicate a
experiments using polarized

Polarizer Flipper Target

o

8 t

Source u u I Detector

Fig.3. A possible P-odd, T-odd experiment.

Consider first the triple correlation. Figure 3 illustrates a possib!e exper-
iment; the neutron spin u is transverse (along the x axis), the target spin 1 is
polarizeu tiong the y axis, and k is along the z-axis. In this case cr . (I x k) is



non-zero, and chan~ sign when a is reversed. Since u is perpendicular to k, a. k
is zero and a measurement of a non-zero transmission asymmetry would seem to
indicate a violation of TRI.

Unfortunately, a combination of effects that do not violate TRI can result
in a transmission asymmetry. The neutron spin till precess about the axis of any
magnetic fields that tight be present, SUChM thefieldusedtopolarizethetarget.

Ifu precesses about 1, then it is no longer perpendicular to k, and the familiar
c . k interaction (P-odd, T-even) can cause a transmission asymmetxy.

There are a number of pomible solutions to this problem. One of them,
proposed by Stodolsky16, involve an analyzer after the target. Simultaneously
reversing the states of the polarizer and analyzer is the equivalent of time reversing
the experiment and then we have a true detailed balance test of TRI. Kabirig has
suggested that by measuring a polarization and analyzing power one can also get
arowid this problem. At KEK they are studying the possibility of building a frozen
spin nuclear target in which the spin rotation due to o “ R’ is just compensated

by that from the pseudo-magneticfieldsin the target.The conclusionisthat

althoughtheseexperimentsarenot impossible,they aretechnicallyverydifficult.

Spin
Polarizer Flipper Target

0-++ ! o
@\
u I DetectoruSource

Fig. 4. A possible P-even, T-odd experiment.

The five-fold correlation experiment is technically more manageable. The
FC is quadratic in 1 and therefore does not change sign when 1 is reversed, The
experiment to look for a dependence on the FC can be done with an aligned rather
than polarized target. For an aligned target the expectation value of 1, (1) is zero.



F@re 4 shows the orientation of the various vectors in a possible P-even, T-odd
experiment. The neutron spin is perpendicular to the plane defined by k and I
and the alignment axis c is 45 deg from the k axis. Rotating the c-axis by 7r/2
changes the sign of the FC, as does reversing u.

The use of an aligned target solves some of the technical difficulties with the
TC experiment. There are no large magnetic fields required. The effect of magnetic
and pseudmmagnetic fields averages to zero. This is the experiment that the
TRIPLE collaboration is concentrating on. We are developing an aligned Holmium
target, a neutron spin filter with a larger b~am size and increased polarization,
and an improved detector system to use in this experiment.

An important question to answer before proceeding with this costly and time
consuming experiment is to what extent are the large enhancements seen in parity
violation present in the time reversal experiment. For the P-even, T-odd case
for either a single p-wave resonance, or for interfering p-wave resonances, similar
enhancements are expected. 20 The detailed results are presented by Gould, et al.2*
For the notation and results I’ll follow Bunakov. 20 First we define the asymmetry
b due to the P-even, T-odd FC:

#y+ .- g-
B =—

u++ u-

We also define

to be the ratio of th~-T-odd to T-even interaction. At the location EP of the
p-wave resonance, Bunakov20 derives

In the case that the p-wave cross section at the resonance is greater than the
s-wave cross section in the background we get the limit that

where m is the dynamic enhancement we observed in parity violation, D isthe

level spacing near the p-wave resonance and ~ is the average spacing. The factor
W is 102-103. The enhancement can be even bigger (if D < ~) foroptimal

setsofresonances.Entrancechannelmixing can dilutetheeffectfornon-spinzero



.

targets,however. Such an effect makes it difficult to interpret a null result without
detailed spectroscopic information about the resonances that are mixing.

We have made estimates of the statistical uncertainties that could be oh-
tained for typical resonances in four nuclei ( 139La, lG5Ho, z35~-, ~d 238U). These

estimates are shown in Table III ~d have been described in detail in Ref. 22.
I%om Table II it can be seen that parity violation is most sensitive at low energies.
We must determine 4P to be less than 10-7 inordertoseeeffects;thiscan easily

be accomplished in 106 seconds Up to a few hundred ev in Lanthanum, Holmiurn
is less satisfactory and 235U is unsuitable, A T-violation study in 165Ho will set
bounds on #T of a few 10-5 in 106 seconds. We are in the process of obtaining
a new spin iilter that will increase the sensitivity by a factor of four; with this
improvement limits approaching 10-6 can be obtained in 107 seconds. This is an
improvement of three orders of magnitude over the best c1ment limits.

Table III: Statistical Uncertainty in 4P and #T for

typical resonances.

Nucleus &l#p b(bT

139La 6 X 10-e~ 5 Xlo-afi
165H0 2 x lo-5@ 2 x lo-2@
235u 1 x lo-’~ 4 xlo-1~
238U 4 x lo-6@

Unfortunately, a ndl meuurement of T-violation is difficult to interpret.
Lots of detailed spectroscopic information, which is often not available, is re-

Davis23has proposed measuringquired. “energy averages” —that is measuring
the variance of the cross section ssymmetry. He has shown that the enhancements
persist and has estimated the accuracy with which @p and #T can be measured.
‘These results22 are listed in Table W. The sensitivity is not as great as for typ-
ical resonances, but there is the advantage that the “average” properties of the
resonances are well known.



Table ~: statistical Uncertainty in #p and ($T for

energy averages.

Nucleus Wr r$dT

139La 1 x lo-sfi 5 x 10-2@
165H0 6 X 10-sfi 5 XIO-2W
235 u 4 x lo-qfi 4 Xlo-lfl
238 u 1 x lo-q~

Very large enhancements of parity-violating amplitudes have been observed
in low energy neutron-nucleusscattering.These enhancements are largestfor

certaincompound nucleusresonances,and arequantitativelyunderstood.Similar

enhancements have been predictedto time reversalviolatingamplitudes.The

TRIPLE collaborationisbuildinga new neutronpolarizerand alignedHoimium

targetto measure the five-fold correlation us (k x I)(K” 1).These measurements
will allow us to set limits on Violation of TRI in the strong interaction that are
2-3 orders of magnitude better than current limits.

This work W= supported in part by the U. S. Department of Energy, under
Contracts. No. D2ACO5-76ERO1O67 and DEFG05-88ER40441.
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